[Research actuality and expectation on embryo toxicity of traditional Chinese medicine].
Traditional Chinese medicine with embryo toxicity has been named as abstinence medicine in cyesis in ancient times. Embryo toxicity is one of the key theories of traditional Chinese medicine. Based on history retrospective study and rhodern research, the paper expounded that the developing course of embryo toxicity of traditional Chinese medicine is from cyesis abstinence to inheritance toxicity and reproductive development toxicity, and overviewed the research of active components of traditional Chinese medicine in the domains of inheritance toxicity and reproductive development toxicity. Meanwhile, it pointed out that the main problem in the domain is about the definition of conception and category of traditional Chinese medicine with embryo toxicity and the foundation of relative assessment system. In the end, some suggestions were given to solve the problem including the control of poisonous traditional Chinese medicines, right processing, reasonable compatibility, extensional application, and utilizing modem science and technology.